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Abstract 
 

Our analysis of three products reveals how simple problems that frustrate consumers and waste 

resources could be easily fixed with new product standards for repairability and durability. None of the 

solutions require new technology or business models, just market rules that keep manufacturers 

competing over quality. 

 

Leading economies should set ecodesign standards to deliver better products. The G20 can build on its 

approach to Energy Efficiency to promote resource efficiency and the circular economy, including 

measures to encourage better design. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Challenge 
 

Rising demand means that it makes economic sense to get as much value as possible out of natural 

resources and avoid value being lost as waste. Leading companies are already increasing the circularity 

of their operations. With the right support from policy makers, circular business models can drive 

growth, cut unemployment and enhance international competitiveness, as well as reduce the pressure 

on primary resources.  

 

Getting the most value out of natural resources also helps consumers, who at the moment are getting 

a bad deal: too many new products don’t last as long as they should. The result is a huge waste of 

money and resources. But better products are possible, and G20 governments can play their part in 

improving them. Simple problems that frustrate consumers and waste resources could be easily fixed 

with new product standards for repairability and durability.   

 

But better products are possible, and governments can help to improve them.  

 

Our analysis of three products reveals how simple problems that frustrate consumers and waste 

resources could be easily fixed with new product standards for repairability and durability.  
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None of the solutions require new technology or business models, just market rules that keep 

manufacturers competing over quality. 

 

Leading economies should set ecodesign standards to ensure better products, giving consumers a 

better deal while driving resource efficiency. 

 

 

Smartphones 
 

Phones that last longer would be good for people and the planet. British consumers spend £1.1 billion 

on fixing broken screens, and keeping a phone going for just one extra year can cut its overall carbon 

footprint by a third. 

 

Today’s smartphones fail too soon because of broken screens and outdated software.  

 

Nearly half of people say cost puts them off repairing their phone, and more than half of people 

upgrade because their phone is broken. On screens specifically:  

• 50% of people have cracked their screen at least once  

• 21% have a broken screen at the moment. 

 

Phones which can’t be upgraded have ‘limited to no resale value’, meaning perfectly useful hardware 

ends up being wasted. 

• Over 75% of Android users run outdated and insecure software, even though their phones are 

less than two years old.  

• In contrast, a two year old iPhone with software support retains nearly half its original value. 

 

There are solutions to make smartphones more durable and repairable. 

 

More durable screens already exist.  

• Standard glass means screens break up to four out of every five times they are dropped.  

• The best glass on the market claims to survive up to 80% of falls.  

• Motorola’s genuinely unbreakable screens are already in two phone models. 

 

Easily replaceable screens already exist: 

• HTC One M9: screen repair takes 90 minutes, and costs £100 

• iPhone 6: screen repair takes 60 minutes, and costs £110 

• Fairphone 2: screen repair takes less than one minute, and costs £70 

 

Longer software support is possible. Apple’s iPhone 4 received 45 months of software support and 

upgrades, whereas the Google Nexus S received support for less than half the time – just 22 months. 

Both phones have hardware and software that are designed by a single company, and are sold to 

similar customers. 

 

Washing machines 
 

The proportion of washing machines being replaced due to manufacturing defects that are less than 

five years old has more than doubled. If washing machines lasted as long as consumers expect, 

Europeans would save £3.6 billion and generate 900,000 fewer tonnes of e-waste annually. 

• The average lifetime of a washing machine fell by a third between 2000 and 2010. 

• They’re now replaced once every seven years, even though consumers expect them to last 12 

years. 
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• One in eight machines now fails in its first five years.  

 

But modular design can end early obsolescence. 

 

Components subject to wear and tear can be designed for repair: 

• Most washing machines now use unreplaceable bearings and paddles, meaning the whole 

drum has to be removed, costing over £200.  

• Replaceable paddles and bearings cost less than £20 to repair.  

• Similarly, detachable hooklets mean these can be replaced without throwing away the whole 

door. 

 

More durable doesn’t have to mean more expensive over a product’s lifetime. 

• An average washing machine has a 7 year lifetime. It costs £343, or £49 a year for each year it 

lasts. 

• A more durable Bosch washing machine has a 10 year lifetime guarantee. It costs £371 up 

front, or £37 a year over the course of its lifetime. 

 

Solar Panels 
 

Solar is one of the greenest forms of power, projected to triple in the next decade. But making solar 

panels is a resource and energy intensive process. Using panels for longer reduces their carbon 

footprint and keeps critical materials in use. 

 

Recycling solar panels is good, but it doesn’t always capture the critical materials that go into solar 

panels:  

• 91 per cent of solar panels are made of purified silicon. This is a critical material, essential to 

the industry but subject to supply disruptions. 

• The remaining nine per cent of solar panels are made from thin films, which depend on five 

other critical materials: Indium, Tellurium, Gallium, Selenium and Cadmium. 

 

The solar cell is the most valuable component of the panel, and 76 per cent of the panel’s embodied 

energy is from purifying the silicon inside the cells. But solar cells are embedded in non-melting 

plastics so cannot be recovered by standard recycling processes. Instead panels are crushed to recover 

low value materials, destroying the cells. 

 

The result is that less than 2% of the panel’s value is recovered.  

 

Better designs save resources and last longer. In particular, reuse cuts solar’s carbon footprint by two 

thirds. This can be achieved by: 

• Using detachable frames and glass mean solar panels can be disassembled for reuse.  

• Using thermoplastics to seal panels (rather than unmeltable plastics) means solar cells can be 

recovered by melting the plastics away instead of being crushed. 

• Average panels lose 20% of their efficiency after 25 years due to water ingress, contamination 

and material weaknesses. But good design means leading manufacturers’ panels lasat at least 

ten years longer. The best panels don’t degrade at all. 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Proposal 
 

Creating a G20 dialogue on resource efficiency 

 

Developing a G20 Resource Efficiency Action Plan 

 

In 2014 the G20 endorsed the G20 Energy Efficiency Action Plan. In 2016 the G20 Energy Efficiency 

Leading Programme was developed. 

 

Resource efficiency is increasingly recognized as a key economic driver, creating employment and 

economic opportunities, whilst delivering environmental benefits at the same time. 

Building upon the G20 work on Energy Efficiency, the G20 should develop activities to promote 

resource efficiency. 

The G7 Alliance on Resource Efficency can provide a model. For the first time, in 2017, initiatives on 

resource efficiency and the circular economy have been introduced to the G20 process via the T20 

taskforce on the Circular Economy, and the B20 Energy, Climate and Resource Efficiency taskforce. 

 

Promoting better products by design 

 

Including exchanges on ecodesign principles within a G20 Resource Efficiency Action Plan 

 

Simple design choices make the difference between high quality products and premature 

obsolescence. Better design should be discussed at international level since most national markets 

aren’t big enough to justify setting their own rules, and having to meet different regulations in 

different countries would drive up product costs. Ecodesign has been recognised as a significant 

element in the transition to the circular economy by the G7 when establishing the G7 Alliance on 

Resource Efficiency. 

Future G20 work on resource efficiency should include discussion between G20 members, B20 

businesses, T20 think tanks, and civil society organisations on how to promote better product design 

to drive resource efficiency. 

 

  

https://ipeec.org/upload/publication_related_language/pdf/11.pdf
https://ipeec.org/upload/publication_related_language/pdf/481.pdf
https://ipeec.org/upload/publication_related_language/pdf/481.pdf
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2015/06/08/annex-g-7-leaders-declaration
http://www.globalbusinesscoalition.org/gbc-press-releases/global-business-coalition-commits-support-g7-g20-leaders-resource-efficiency/
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Implementation Overview 
 

• European Union: the Ecodesign Directive provides regulatory basis for promoting product 

design based upon energy efficiency and resource efficiency.  

 

 

 

 

Existing Agreements 
 

• 2014 G20 Energy Efficiency Action Plan 

• 2016 G20 Energy Efficiency Leading Programme 

 

 

Existing Policies and Monitoring 
 

• The 2016-2019 European Union Ecodesign Working Plan extends the use of ecodesign to 

cover resource efficiency for specified products. This working plan will be put in to action over 

the next two years. 

 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/sustainability/ecodesign_en
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2016_773.en_.pdf

